
Return to the workplace 
 
From: Boorman, Samantha <Samantha.Boorman@justice.gc.ca> On Behalf Of Barry, Clare 
Sent: Friday, July 10, 2020 9:25 AM 
To: JUS.R Atlantic Regional Office / Bureau régional de l'Atlantique R.JUS 
<AtlanticRegionalOffice@JUSTICE.GC.CA> 
Subject: Return to the workplace  
 
We are pleased to advise you the ARO Return to Office Committee (RTOC) has been established.  This 
committee will assist in providing you with important information specific to the ARO worksite as we 
move through the Justice Easing Restrictions plan.  This plan was outlined in Bill Kroll’s Update #18  of 
May 26th.  As detailed in this email, the Justice Easing Restriction plan has several phases.   These phases, 
and the easing of workplace restrictions, will occur on a gradual basis. 
 
We are currently in the Pre-Implementation Planning phase. During this time, work is being done 
to  put in place specific guidance about operations as COVID-19 related restrictions are eased. Part of 
this work has been putting in place specific floor capacity limits and putting up signage in the office on 
how to respect physical distancing measures. 

 

What this stage means for the ARO employees is that teleworking will continue for the foreseeable 
future but office entry can be granted in certain limited circumstances.  As you know, any requests for 
office entry must first be discussed with your manager, and then submitted and approved through the 
Office Entry App. This approval must be received before you enter the office.  There is a maximum 
number of people who can be on any floor at a given time.  When discussing your office entry request 
with your manager, be sure to advise of any possible need you may have to go to another floor, such as 
to use a boardroom or to visit the library. 

 

We know there are questions on when it is appropriate to request entrance into the office.  Requests for 
entry to the office should be related to conducting work that is essential or required in order to continue 
our office functions and meet our obligations to the Court and clients. As the Federal and Atlantic Courts 
resume operations, office entry may be required in order to meet these obligations.  This could include 
entry in order to review sensitive information that cannot leave the office, preparing for a hearing, 
picking up or dropping off documents, or preparing materials for serving and filing.  As telework is also 
our default means of working, office entry might also be related to obtaining file work or equipment 
that will allow you to continue to telework. Any requests for removal of any office equipment during an 
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entry into the office must also be discussed with your manager in advance and approved prior to 
removal. 

 

When requesting access to the office, you must specify the floor you need access to and when you 
enter, you must remain on this floor.  You must also follow all directions. Please try to remain at your 
workstation or in your office as much as possible.  

 

Here are some things to expect on entry: 

- There is a maximum capacity in elevators of 4 people at one time.  

- Please respect physical distancing by maintaining a distance of 2 meters in all situations.  You 
will see there are several signs reminding you of this. 

- Hand sanitizer is located immediately inside the entrance to each floor. There are also wash 
stations located in the lobby on Duke St and in Scotia Square outside Lawtons. 

- There are arrows on the floor indicating direction.  Where possible, the hallways are indicated as 
one way. Please follow the directional arrows.  However, this is not possible on much of the 10th 
and 13th floors.  Where the hallways are 2 way, please make sure that the hallway is clear before 
you walk down it.  If there is someone else in the hallway, please wait to go down that hall and 
stand in a place that respects physical distancing while waiting. 

- There are sanitizing wipes located around the office.  If you use a common area, such as a 
photocopier, fax machine or washroom, you must wipes down all surfaces you have touched. 

- We are expected to follow a clean desk policy.  If you enter the office, you should take time to 
clean off your desk so only essential items, such as your computer and phone, remain.   

- Certain areas will be blocked off, such as the seating area in the library.  The kitchen areas will 
also be blocked off for the time being, as employees should only be entering for limited 
times.  Please keep this in mind when planning your entry. 

 

We have attached a video from the landlord that provides a visual of what to expect on entry.  

 

As part of the request for entry into the office, you are required to certify that you are not experiencing 
any symptoms of COVID-19 and have not been in situations where you were exposed.  If any of this 
changes between the time you submit your request and you entry the office, please refrain from 
entering and follow the precautions set out by the provincial health authority.  

 

In the coming weeks, the committee will be developing a Return to Work Guide that will outline 
acceptable reasons to enter the office, the health and safety measures in place at the ARO, physical 
distancing measures, cleaning protocols, boardroom and common space capacities, and how to 
approach situations when visitors may need to enter worksites.  You can also expect to receive details 
on training that will be provided to all employees on the easing of workplace restrictions.  
 
If you have any occupational health and safety concerns or questions, please speak with your manager. 
 
Thank you for your continuing cooperation as we work together to move through the easing of 
restrictions. 
 
Your ARO Management Committee 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g1s-zUKVQP4&feature=youtu.be

